Abstract: Given a linear system with Hermitian positive definite coefficient matrix A, a splitting of Varga's type [l] is considered, and the corresponding generalised SAOR scheme is presented. We obtain the convergence theorem for the SAOR method and give the error bound for the A-norm of the error vector for the SAOR semi-iterative method, hence extending the SAOR theory.
Introduction
The successive overrelaxation (SOR) method has been widely used for the iterative solution of the linear system,
Ax=b,
where A is an n X n Hermitian positive definite matrix with the usual splitting,
(W A=D-(L+LH). (1.2)
Here D = diag( A), L and LH are the diagonal, strictly lower and upper triangular parts of A respectively, and H stands for the complex conjugate transpose. In 1973, Varga [l] observed that usual proofs for the SOR method did not make any special use of properties of the matrix L, other than the obvious one that D -WL is nonsingular for all real o. Hence he considered the more general (Varga's type) splitting of A by assuming that D in (1.2) is any Hermitian positive definite matrix and gave the convergence analysis, including also the determination of the optimum parameter w E (0, 2). The convergence properties and the determination of the optimum parameter for w E (-co, 0) U (2, + 00) were studied by Hadjidimos [6] . The symmetric SOR (SSOR) method associated with the Varga type splitting was also developed by Krishna [2] in order to apply some acceleration procedures and to improve its convergence rate. Moreover, the error bound of the A-norm of the error vector for the SSOR was found by Krishna [2] in terms of the spectral radius of the SSOR iterative matrix.
Recently, the accelerated overrelaxation (AOR) method corresponding to A with the usual splitting was introduced by Hadjidimos [7] , which is an iterative method accelerated with two , Hadjidimos and Yeyios also gave an example, for which the optimum AOR and the optimum SOR are the same, in order to show that the SAOR method is better than SSOR, and remarked that when the optimum AOR is different from the optimum SOR, the SAOR method may be even better than the SSOR. Thus, it should be worthwhile to accelerate the convergence of the SAOR method. Contrary to the SSOR method, an acceleration of the SAOR method has not been investigated at all, up to the present. Recently, the authors [5] have studied the acceleration of the SEGSII, a special case of the SAOR method. The theoretical results show that the SEGSII-SI (semi-iterative) method behaves like the SSOR-SI method, and has an order of magnitude improvement over the SOR method especially when p( LLH) < $.
In 1983, Gaitanos, Hadjidimos and Yeyios [4] investigated the AOR method under Varga's type splitting of A, and showed that under certain assumptions the AOR method is better than SOR according to both the theoretical and numerical results. Therefore, it is desirable to study the SAOR method under Varga's type splitting of A.
It is the purpose of this paper to extend the theory of the SAOR method and present the SAOR method under the Varga's type splitting of A, and give the necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the SAOR method. Also, the error bound for the A-norm of the error vector of the SAOR plus semi-iterative method in terms of the spectral radius of the SAOR iterative matrix is found.
SAOR method associated with Varga's type splitting
Hereafter we always assume that A has the Varga's type splitting,
L+LH=D-A, (2.1)
where D is any Hermitian positive definite matrix. We remark that L defined by (2.1) is not, in general, a strictly lower triangular matrix. Moreover, if we let,
S=L-LH, (2.2)
then,
L=i(D-A+S)
with SH= -S.
3) The SAOR method can be considered as a double-sweep method. The first sweep is, in fact, the AOR method [7] itself, while the second one is the AOR method with the roles of L and LH interchanged.
Thus, we determine xk + 1,2 first from xk by the usual (forward) AOR method 
